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3. On October 11, 1978, the Central Intelligence Agency 

informed the Department of Justice that the two documents had been 

declassified and would be released to the Appellant as soon as 

possible. On October 13, 1978, the General Services Administra- 

tion, the Defendant-Appellee. in this action, informed the Depart- 

ment of Justice that, in view of the CIA's position, it no 

longer wished to contest the release of the documents. 

4, As a result of these communications, the Department of 

Justice has concluded that the appeal in No. 78-1731 is completely 

moot and that no useful purpose would be served by continuing to 

litigate the question of whether the District Court should hold 

a new trial on the issue of access to documents which are now 

pudlically available. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Defendant-Appellee respectfully 

requests this Court to extend the time for filing its brief in 

No. 78-1731 until seven days after the Court acts upon its Motion 

for a Partial Dismissal of the Appeal in No. 77-1831 and for a 

Complete Dismissal of the Appeal in No. 78-1731. 

Respectfully submitted, 
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LEONARD SCHATTMAN, 202 739-3321 
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LINDA M. COLE, 202 739-5327 
Attorneys, Appellate Staff, 
Civil Division, 
Department of Justice, 
Washington, D. C. 20530.
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IN THE 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff-Appellant, : 

Ve : Case No. 77-1831 

: Case No. 78-1731 

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION, 

Defendant-Appellee 3 

AFFIDAVIT OF HAROLD WEISBERG 
  

I, Harold Weisberg, first having been duly sworn, depose 

and say as follows: 

1. I am the appellant in the above-entitled cases. I 

reside at Route 12, Frederick, Maryland. 

2. My prior experience includes that of investigative re- 

porter, investigator and editor for the United States Senate, 

and intelligence anlalyst. As an intelligence analyst I was 

authorized to classify records at the "Secret" level. 

3. I have read Appellee's motion to dismiss, as well as the 

attachments thereto, including the letter by CIA General Counsel 

Anthony A. Lapham dated October 11, 1978 and the letter by Acting 

Archivist of the United States James E. O'Neill dated October 13, 

1978. I have also read the June 23, 1964 Warren Commission execu- 

tive session transcript and 11 pages of the January 21, 1964 which 

appellee has just released after withholding them from me and the



American public for more than a decade under a claim that their 

disclosure would endanger the national security. 

4. Mr. Lapham's letter states that these records were 

withheld "to protect intelligence sources and methods" and "be- 

cause the documents were classified . .." It does not state 

that the alleged "intelligence sources and methods" were secret 

or in any way not generally known... It does not state that the 

records were properly classified. 

5. Having read these transcripts, I state that based on 

my knowledge and experience there never was any possibility that 

their release to the public would result in the disclosure of any 

intelligence source or method. The only content of these two 

transcripts that might be alleged to be subject to classification 

on this ground relates to the use.of those who defect from an in- 

telligence agency by the intelligence agency to which they defect. 

There is no possibility of the "disclosure" of an "intelligence 

source or method" in this because it has been common practice for 

as long as there have been intelligence agencies. (A copy of the 

June 23, 1964 Warren Commission executive session transcript is 

attached hereto as Exhibit 1. Pages 63-73 of the January 21 tran- 

script are attached as Exhibit 2) 

6. On the same basis I also state that there never was 

justification for classification of these records at any level. 

There is no intelligence-related content of either record that 

was unknown to the KGB or to subject experts. There is no "na- 

tional security" content at all.



7. After this suit was filed in district court, the govern- 

ment refused to confirm that Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko was the sub- 

ject of the June 23rd transcript. As one of the many available 

proofs of what has long been public about Nosenko, I attach a 

Warren Commission staff memorandum entitled "Yuri Ivanovich No- 

senko." (See Exhibit 3) It was declassified on April 7, 1975, 

nearly six months before I instituted suit in district court for 

the June 23rd transcript. 

8. Having read the June 23rd transcript and this and other 

Warren Commission staff reports, I state that there is no infor- 

mation in this transcript relating to Nosenko that is not in the 

staff reports. This is one of many available records which estab- 

lish that the GSA and the CIA have known from prior to the filing 

of this lawsuit and all during the time that both were making 

false representations to the district court that both they were 

withholding what was already in the public domain. 

9. Having read the June 23rd transcript, I further state 

that it contains no information relating to Nosenko that was not 

made available to Edward J. Epstein for his book Legend, his maga- 

zine articles and interviews and his extensive use on nationwide 

TV and other forums. 

10. With respect to pages 63-73 of the January 21st tran- 

script, the December 30, 1976 affidavit of Mr. Charles A. Briggs 

of the CIA filed in this case states:



- - . the matters discussed in the transcript 
concerned tactical proposals for the utiliza- 
tion of sensitive diplomatic techniques designed 
to obtain information from a foreign government 
relating to the Commission's investigation of 
the John F. Kennedy assassination. The specific 
question discussed concerned intelligence sources 
and methods to be employed to aid in the evalua- 
tion of information sought by diplomatic means. 
In this instance, revelation of these techniques 
would not only compromise currently active in- 
telligence sources and methods but could addi- 
tionally result in a perceived offense by the 
foreign country involved with consequent damage 
to United States relations with that country. A 
more detailed delineation of the nature of the 
intelligence methods and sources involved in this 
document would, in effect, defeat the protective 

intentions of the classification. 

ll. There was no statement by Mr. Briggs or any other 

affidant used by the government in this case that the "intelligence 

source or method" allegedly sought to be protected was secret or 

unknown. The use of defectors by intelligence agencies is not 
nor is the use of letters to governments. (See 24, infra) 

secret or unknown / Any representation to that effect would be 

false. The CIA knew this. In fact, the CIA's own prior disclo- 

sures to me revealed its use of KGB defectors in precisely the 

manner it recommended to the Warren Commission. (For an example, 

see Exhibit 4, which also bears neither a classification stamp nor 

any indication that a classification stamp has been deleted.) 

12. The House Select Committee on Assassinations heard testi- 

mony about Nosenko on September 15, 1978. If the Committee's narra- 

tive introducing that testimony is correct, there were only two KGB 

defectors to the CIA at the time Nosenko defected. While there is 

no certain that Peter Derjabin and Anatoli Golitsin are the two defec- 

tors over whom, allegedly, the CIA withheld the January 21 transcript,



the readily available public information strongly suggests they 

are. 

13. Page 41 of Warren Commission Document 49 discloses 

that Peter S. Derjabin is "an admitted former Soviet intelligence 

officer." This was neither classified nor withheld by the FBI, 

nor was the fact that he was an FBI source. The release of his 

testimony before the Senate Internal Security Committee is re- 

ported in a Los Angeles Times story printed in the Washington 

Post of November 22, 1965. It dates his defection as 1955. Three 
  

days earlier the Post carried his letter under the heading "Pen- 

kovsky Papers Defended." His name in Anglicized to Peter Deriabin. 

The first sentence of his letter discloses his CIA connection: "As 

the translator of The Penkovsky Papers .. ." Naturally enough, 
  

he defended the authenticity of the manuscript. It has since been 

established that he and the CIA created it. 

14. It is well-known that Anatoli Golitsin is a Soviet KGB 

defector. His name fits the spaces in Exhibit 4 from which the 

typing is obliterated. The space in Exhibit 4 for the place from 

which the defector defected fits "Finland," from which one of the 

two defectors the CIA wanted to provide "information" to the War- 

ren Commission did defect. According to Legend by Edward Jay 

Epstein, Golitsin "defected to the CIA from Helsinki, Finland with 

the rank of "a major in the First Chief Directorate of the KGB." 

This conforms to the description of the defector whose name is 

withheld from page 66 of the January 21 transcript, "fairly high



up in the KGB." Legend not only identifies Golitsin by name but 

also gives his code name, "Stone." (See Exhibit 6) 

15. Whether or not Derjabin and Golitsin are the two de- 

fectors referred to in the January 21 transcript, the fact that 

this information and much more is publicly available about them, 

including their use by the United States, means that on this basis 
  

alone the claim to be protecting "intelligence sources and methods” 

by withholding information pertaining to them is spurious. Then, 

too, the KGB is only too aware of these defectors. What the CIA 

has been withholding was not withheld from the KGB. 

16. The Lapham letter gives as the reason for the CIA's 

abandonment of its "previously claimed exemptions for the two War- 

ren Commission transcripts" in order "to protect intelligence 

sources and methods" the fact testimony "has been given" before 

the Select Committee on Assassinations. 

17. This is pretextual, misleading and deceptive. In the 

first place, as is detailed above, there never was any basis for 

classifying these transcripts. Secondly, I know of no development 

in the past three years that in any way altered the significance 

or meaning of the content of these transcripts. This includes the 

testimony of the CIA’s John Hart (which is not included in the 

transcript of a reading of the Committee's press kit which is at- 

tached to the motion to dismiss). Most of Hart's testimony dealt 

with the CIA's barbarous treatment of Nosenko. Klosenko! s treatment 

is not mentioned in the January 21 and June 23 transcripts. The



CIA's treatment of Nosenko was not unknown before Hart testified. 

The possibly relevant portion of Hart's testimony also was not se- 

cret. This relates to the credibility of what Nosenko said about 

Lee Harvey Oswald, the only accused assassin of the President. 

What Nosenko told the FBI about this was not classified, although 

the GSA withheld it nonetheless until early 1975, when I obtained 

copies. 

18. On page 5 of its motion to dismiss appellee states: 

"On September 15, 1978, the House Committee on Assassinations sum- 

marized a report . . . submitted to the agency for prior clearance. 

The Director of Central Intelligence reviewed the report within 

two days of receipt and agreed to declassify the draft. The Di- 

rector also made Mr. John Hart, an expert in Soviet Intelligence 

and counter-intelligence, available to testify before the Committee." 

19. The Committee report is based on examination of many CIA 

records, a number of staff interviews with Nosenko, and Nosenko's 

testimony at several Committee executive sessions. If the Director 

could review and declassify all this extensive material "within 

two days," he certainly could have reviewed the relative few pages 

of these transcripts in much less time. 

20. What the motion to dismiss does not tell the Court is 

that for a long time, certainly more than a year, the CIA was aware 

of the Committee's interest in disclosing information relating to 

Nosenko and the content of the Warren Commission executive sessions. 

This is not a matter that came to the attention of the CIA on Sep-



tember 15, 1978, and not before then, which is what appellee's mo- 

tion to dismiss implies. Hart had retired from the CIA after 24 

years of service. Long before September 15, 1978, he was recalled 

by the CIA in anticipation of the September 15 testimony. In his 
  

testimony he described months of reading, rereading, and comparing 

contradictory reports of many hundreds of pages each. During the 

long period of Hart's inquiries, searching of CIA files and inter- 

viewing of CIA personnel, there never was a time, from the very 

first moment, when it was not known that he would be making ex- 

tensive disclosure relating to defectors and Nosenko. From the 

outset it was also known that the content of these transcripts was 

at most an insignificant part of the coming Hart testimony. It 

was known to the CIA, even before it recalled Hart from retirement, 

that it would be making public disclosure of what it was withhold- 

ing in these transcripts. During all this long time, the CIA was 

persisting in falsely sworn statements in this case in order to 

perpetuate withholding them from me and to deny the public the 

meaning which I as asubject expert could give them. 

21. It is apparent that the actual reason for withholding 

these transcripts was to prevent embarrassment and to hide the fact 

that the CIA virtually intimidated and terrified the Warren Commis- 

sion. Disclosure of these transcripts also reveals that the CIA 

misinformed and misled the Commission in order to avoid what was 

embarrassing to the CIA. The transcripts also reveal that the War- 

ren Commission, a Presidential Commission charged with the responsi-



bility of conducting a full and complete investigation of the 

assasSination, did not do so. 

22. The CIA had an obligation to inform and counsel the 

Warren Commission wisely and fully. Warren Commission records, 

including the transcripts just released, show that it did not 

measure up to its responsibilities. 

23. As Nosenko has testified to the House Select Committee 

on Assassinations, he did not possess all of the KGB's knowledge 

of Lee Harvey Oswald. Although there were seven or eight volumes 

relating to Oswald and various surveillances on him and their 

fruit, Nosenko testified that, during the brief period after the 

assassination when he had possesion of these volumes, he had time 

for only a skimming of the first half of the first volume. The 

only secrecy with regard to Nosenko and what he knew of what the 

KGB knew about Oswald is what the CIA withholds from the American 

people. The KGB knows this and more. 

24. I have read the questions the CIA proposed having the 

State Department address to the USSR. I recall no CIA request or 

recommendation that these KGB volumes be provided to the United 

States Government. Rather, the CIA's questions were drawn ina 

manner calculated to give offense, cause resentment, and discourage 

cooperativeness. The State Department and the Warren Commission 

did not approve them. In all the many thousands of pages of Com- 

mission records which I have read, I recall no single page in 

which the Commission was informed about these KGB volumes by the CIA.
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25. Based on prior experience and knowledge from my services 

in the State Department, it is my judgment that under the circum- 

stances of President Kennedy's assassination no government would 

risk appearing to force upon the United States what the United 

States did not request or indicate it desired to have. With re- 

gard to the coexistence of adversary intelligence agencies, this 

is also axiomatic. This became a matter of extraordinary delicacy 

because the Russians suspected that Oswald served American intelli- 

gence and Oswald was the alleged assassin. 

26. The January 21 transcript reflects a Warren Commission 

paranoia that borders on the irrational. I believe this.is one 

of the actual reasons for withholding it. The purpose of the dis- 

cussion, in the words of the Chairman, was a CIA offer of assis- 

tance: "they would like to have us give them certain of our rec- 

ords so that they can show them to some of their people, namely a 

couple of persons who have defected from Soviet Russia." Commis- 

sion General Counsel J. Lee Rankin added: "The material they (i.e., 

the CIA) have in mind is nesting that is really classified... 

material that Oswald wrote himself . . . diary, letters and things 

of that kind," what "could mean a good deal to a man who is" a 

former intelligence expert who had been "fairly high up" in it. 

(See Exhibit 2) Rankin noted that "{i]t is nothing that normally 

would be classified," and Former CIA Director Allen Dulles de- 

scribed the information as what the Commission would publish. In 

fact, it was published in facsimile by the Commission. Within a 

few days of this discussion, some of it was leaked in a commercial
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venture involving about $25,000 and a fixing of the national 

mind and attitudes toward Oswald. 

27. This was the month before Nosenko defected. At that 

time the CIA was being helpful. It recommended that an official 

request be presented to the Soviet Government through the State 

Department. It offered to use its KGB defectors for such purposes 

as looking for any kind of code in Oswald's writings. Dulles 

personally endorsed these defectors--before Nosenko defected--in 

these words: ". . . they have been working very closely with us, 

one has been working six or seven years and one about two years." 

28. Speaking of unclassified information and what the Com- 

mission was going to publish, the Commission Chairman wondered 

aloud about "whether we Should do that," meaning let the defected 

KGB experts examine the unsecret and unclassified material, "with- 

out taking some very careful precautions . .." His reason, sup- 

pose these two should redefect or "turn out to be counter-intelli- 

gence agents." So, "I myself question the advisibility of showing 

these records to any defector." Soon thereafter "these records" 

were published in facsimile in Life magazine and extensively in 

many newspapers. 

29. General Counsel Rankin, who had already described "these 

records" as not classified or classifiable, sought to reassure the 

Commission with regard to the Chairman's uneasiness: ". . . the 

CIA people say they couldn't hardly defect back again without being 

in plenty of trouble and they don't believe there is any prospect
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and they also say that when they have anything like that they 

have had plenty of notice in advance .. . but they think they 

could be very helpful because they can interpret these materials 

and suggest inquiries that we should make to the Soviet..." 

(January 21 transcript, pp. 64-5) 

30. If by any chance the formerly high-up KGB official and 

his associate, after the kind of tough testing given by the CIA 

before it trusts defectors with its own secrets, still were in 

any way untrustworthy and would risk being killed by redefecting 

after having given away KGB secrets, it is obvious that there 

could be no harm from their examining in private what they would 

soon enough read in the press. | 

31. But the paranoid attitude, also fostered by the former 

CIA Director, Commission member Allen Dulles, continued throughout 

the transcript. Commissioner Gerald Ford asked {at p. 70 of the 

transcript, "Does it have to be a matter of record for anybody 

other than ourselves and the CIA that these individuals within 

their agency have perused these documents?" Dulles responded, 

"No, unless they yell.” Rankin explained, "He is afraid they might 

give it away," "it" being the unclassified material that was to 

be published. Ford stated, "I see." 

32. That mature and responsible men could be so terrified 

of a nonexisting shadow, that a Presidential Commission investi- 

gating the assassination of a President could be rendered so impo- 

tent by irrationalities and impossibilities, is an unusual glimpse
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on the inside, but it is not properly subject to classification, 

never was, and contains no "national security" secrets. 

33. In order that the Court can more fully comprehend the 

CIA's motivation for withholding the June 23 transcript, I need 

to summarize certain salient facts which have been developed by 

and about the investigation of President Kennedy's assassination. 

34. What is never stated about Oswald, and to the best of 

my knowledge is included in my writing only, is that Oswald was 

anti-Soviet. A reference in the KGB Minsk file that worried KGB 

Moscow after the President was assassinated is that someone in 

Minsk had tried to "influence Oswald in the right direction.” The 

KGB Moscow fear was that, despite its orders to watch Oswald and 

not do anything else, an effort might have been made to recruit 

him. In the words of Exhibit 3 (p. 4), "It turned out that all 

this statement referred to was that an uncle of Marina Oswald, a 

lieutenant colonel in the local militia in Minsk, had approached 

Oswald and suggested that he not be too critical of the Soviet 

Union when he returned to the United States." (In the many assas- 

sination mythologies, Marina Oswald's uncle's local militia job 

has been converted into his having a significant KGB intelligence 

rank.) 

35. In my first book, which was completed about February 15, 

1965, I concluded from the Commission's own published evidence 

that Oswald's career in New Orleans, after he returned from the 

USSR, was consistent only with what in intelligence is called 

establishing a cover.
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36. In my first and third books I go into detail, again 

from what was made public by the Commission, about Oswald's saki- 

Soviet and anti-U.S. Communist writing. In his notes, later pub- 

lished by the Commission, Oswald berated the Russians as "fat 

stinking politicians." The American Communists, he declared, had 

"betrayed the working class." His favorite book was the anti- 

Communist class, George Orwell's The Animal Farm. 

37. Whether or not it is believed that Oswald was anti- 

Communist, as from my own extensive work I believe he was, it re-~ 

mains unquestioned that Nosenko stated the KGB suspected that Os- 

wald was an "American seen: in place" or "sleeper agent;" that he 

told this to the FBI, which told the Commission; that on March 4, 

1964, the FBI got Nosenko to agree to testify in secret before the 

Commission; that CIA efforts to abort this are recorded as be- 

ginning not later than a week later; that on April 4, 1964, the CIA 

made Nosenko totally unavailable by beginning his three years of 

illegal and abusive solitary confinement that day; and that none 

of this, which is not secret, is included in the June 23 tran-_ 

script which was held secret and denied to me for a decade. 

38. The June 23rd transcript is almost totally void on 

Nosenko's information. There is only a vague reference to Oswald's 

life in Russia. If any other information was discussed, it is not 

recorded in the transcript. The transcript does begin after ses- 

sion began. At the end of what is in the transcript, the Commis- 

sion did not adjourn. It took a recess. But there is no further 

text.
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39. The doubt created about Nosenko's bona fides permeates 

the June 23rd transcript. It accounts for the failure of the 

Warren Commission to question Nosenko or to use the information 

he provided to the FBI as investigatory leads. 

40. The CIA officials who were in a liaison role with the 

Warren Commission were not of its intelligence component. They 

were from Plans, the dirty-tricks or operational part, then 

headed by Richard Helms. The Counterintelligence staff of James 

J. Angleton, under Helms, handled most of it. 

41. Those who created doubts about Nosenko and are respon- 

sibile for his barbarous treatment of exceptionally long duration are 

Angleton and Pete Bagley, Deputy Chief of the Soviet section. 

42. What concerned the Angletonian wing of the CIA and 

caused all the commotion over Nosenko is their political concoction, 

not intelligence analysis, that Nosenko had been dispatched by the 

Soviet Union to plant "disinformation" about Oswald, an alleged 

KGB involvement with him, and the possibility that the KGB was 

responsible for the assassination through Oswald. The Soviet de- 

fector Golitsin argues, in accord with the pretext of the CIA's 

ultras, that Nosenko was dispatched by the KGB to "disinform" 

about Oswald and the assassination of President Kennedy. Without 

any evidence, and contrary to the available evidence, these politi- 

cal paranoids believed that Oswald was a KGB agent sent back to the 

United States to assassinate the President. Epstein, although he 

pretends otherwise, says the same thing in the book the CIA made 

possible for him, Legend.
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43. Allegedly, the major doubts about Nosenko's bona 

fides were over his statement that his partial review of the 

KGB's Oswald file when flown to MOscow from Minsk disclosed no 

KGB interest in Oswald and that it had not attempted a formal 

debriefing. The predominating Angleton-Bagley interpretation 

is that this was impossible because Oswald possessed important 

military intelligence information and that therefore Nosenko 

was lying. Although nobody ever gets around to. being specific 

about what real secrets Oswald knew and could have told the 

Russians, it is implied that Oswald's radar knowledge included 

what the Russians did not know. There reason there are no spe- 

cifics is because this is not true. Oswald's knowledge of what 

was not secret was of no value to the Russians. His knowledge 

of radar codes was valueless because it was certain that with 

Oswald's supposed but never formalized "defection" these codes 

would be changed immediately, as they were. 

44, What it is alleged the KGB did not do--evaluate Oswald's 

potential usefulness to it--it in fact did do, covertly. One 

reason there was no overt KGB debriefing is because its prelimi- 

nary inquiry, which was known to the CIA, disclosed that Oswald 

was what the Warren Commission also concluded he was, an unstable 

person. 

45. As is shown by Exhibit 3, a June 24, 1964 Warren Com- 

mission staff memorandum, the Commission's January paranoia was 

partly overcome and "Nosenko was shown certain portions of our 

file on Oswald." (See page 2, final paragraph.)
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46. Rather than having no intelligence estimate of Os- 

wald, this staff memo states that the KGB obtained its informa- 

tion by a number of means without subjecting the suspected Os- 

wald to a formal interrogation. A formal KGB questioning would 

have told Oswald he was suspected. It would not be an abnormal 

practice if he were to be watched as a suspect without being told 

he was under suspicion. The Commission staff report discloses 

how the KGB formed its appraisal of Oswald: "The KGB in Moscow, 

after analyzing Oswald through various interviews and confidential 
  

informants, determined that Oswald was of no use to them and that 

he appeared 'somewhat abnormal.'" (Emphasis added) 

47. The Intourist interpreter assigned to Oswald also was 

KGB. 

48. As early as March 12, 1964, a few days after the FBI. 

arranged for Nosenko to testify, Helms and two CIA associates had 

already begun to talk the Commission out of any Nosenko interest. 

All reference to this was suppressed until July 11, 1973, when 

Exhibit 7 was made available. The excised second paragraph of 

this memo was withheld until its "declassification" on January 24, 

1975. Its restoration disclosed, for the first time, the CIA's 

"recommendation . . . that the Commission await further develop- 

ments" on Nosenko. (See Exhibit 8) This "recommendation" does 

not appear to qualify for "TOP SECRET" withholding. 

49, These exhibits also establish that years after the CIA 

concluded that Nosenko was a legitimate defector, was employing 

him and had paid him a king's ransom, the CIA was making a "na-
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tional security" claim for information that does no more than re- 

port the beginning of its successful effort to influence the con- 

tent of the Commission's work and Report. 

50. The CIA is the country's foremost expert in the fabri- 

cation of covers. The cover story which the CIA's ultras devised 

for Nosenko is that the KGB had to misinform the United States 

about the conspiracy aspect of the assassination. The inference 

is that, with Oswald having lived in Russia and with Oswald the 

only official candidate for assassin, the KGB was responsible for 

the assassination. (The attribution of KGB motive expressed by 

Gerald Ford in the June 23rd transcript, provided "by people I 

believe know," is "to extricate themselves from any implication in 

the assassination.") The cover is diaphanous. If the KGB had been 

connected with the assassination--and there is no rational basis 

for even suspecting it from the unquestionable evidence--it still 

had no need to run the great risk of sending a disinformation 

agent. The reason is known to subject experts and should have been 

known to the Commission and its staff, as well as to the FBI and CIA. 

The most obvious reason is that the official no-conspiracy conclu- 

sion had already been leaked and was never altered. 

51. Throughout the entire course of the Warren Commission's 

life, there was systematic leaking of this lone=nut assassin, no- 

conspiracy predetermination. The first major leak was of the re- 

port President Johnson ordered the FBI to make before he decided 

on a Presidential Commission. This report, which is of five bound
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volumes subsequently identified as Commission Document 1, is 

actually an anti-Oswald diatribe that is virtually barren on the 

crime itself. This remained secret until after the end of the 

Commission's life. This report is so devoid of factual content 

that it does not even mention all the President's known wounds. 

Nonetheless, because of secrecy and Commission complaceny, it 

became the basis of the Commission's ultimate conclusions. 

52. The basic conclusions of this five-volume FBI report 

were leaked about December 5, 1963. The next day, at a Commission 

executive session, then Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach told 

the Commission members that the FBI itself had leaked the no- 

conspiracy conclusions of its report. The text of this FBI re- 

port did not even reach the Commission until December 9, four days 

after the leak. The leak, as published, represented the Oswald- 

alone, no-conspiracy conclusion as the offical FBI conclusion. 

53. The CIA's contrivance, which could have incinerated 

the world, presupposes that the KGB did assassinate the President. 

T£ the KGB had not, it had neither motive nor need for the CIA's 

fabricated cover story on Nosenko, that he had come to spread KGB 

disinformation aboud the assassination. 

54. But even if the KGB had been responsible for the assas- 

Sination, from the time of the leak of the FBI's no-conspiracy con- 

clusions the KGB had no reason to believe there would be any other 

conclusion. Thus, there was no need, in February, 1964, to send a 

disinformation agent, a project that was at best extemely risky,
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when the official "no conspiracy" conclusion had been public 

knowledge since early December. 

55. Nosenko did withstand three years of subhuman abuse 

in solitary confinement. Despite psychological tortures executed 

with incredible attention to detail, Nosenko was shown to be not 

a KGB disinformation agent but an authentic anti-Soviet defector 

and an extremely valuable expert on Soviet intelligence. It is 

not likely that any disinformation agent, anyone not genuinely 

anti-Soviet and truthful, could have survived this intense and 

continuous abuse and cross-examination. Any intelligence agency 

attemptiong to plant such a disinformation agent could exptect treat- 

ment similar to that accorded Nosenko. It would be tempting al- 

most unimaginable disaster. It would have been the ultimate in 

foolhardiness and pointlessness. 

56. Although the CIA's Nosenko cover story is transparently 

thin, it succeed with the terrified Warren Commission in 1964. As 

a result the Warren Commission totally ignored the unresolved 

question of Oswald as an American rather than a KGB agent. Although 

this question lingers yet and is still unresolved, the House Select 

Committee on Assassinations, purportedly conducting an invextigakion 

into the failings of the Warren Commission, has also ignored it. 

57. The impact of the CIA's Nosenko cover story upon -the 

Warren Commission is readily apparent in the June 23rd transcript. 

It opens with a speech by Gerald Ford which continues almost with-
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interruption for four pages. In it Ford says he has not seen any 

FBI or CIA reports on Nosenko. This means that not fewer than 

three FBI reports were not provided to a member of the Commission. 

58. Ford did not provide his sources in stating, "I have 

been led to believe, by people who I believe know, that there is 

a grave question about the reliability of Mr. Mesenko being a bona 

defector." (Nosenko's name is misspelled throughout the tran- 

script.) But Ford was determined that the Commission make no use 

of any information provided by Nosenko even if the information were 

proven to be accurate: 

Now, if he is not a bona fide defector, 

then under no circumstances should we use any- 

thing he says about Oswald or anything else in 
the record, and even if he is subsequently 

proven to be a bona fide defector, I would have 

grave questions about the utilization of what 
he says concerning Oswald. 

59. Ford stated the Angleton/Bagley view from within the 

CIA, "that Mr. Mesenko could very well be a plant" for "other 

reasons" as well as "for the Oswald case." He conceived that this 

would be "a very easy thing for the Soviet Union.” He stated that 

one reason would be "to extricate themselves from any implication 

in the assassination." (page 7641) 

60. Covering both ways, Ford plowed his furrow in the oppo- 

site direction just before the end of the session: 

But for us to ignore the fact that an agency 

of the Government has a man who says he knows 

something about Oswald's life in the Soviet 

Union, we ought to say something about it--either 

say we are not in a position to say it is reliable, 

it may develop that he was or wasn't reliable. But 

for us just to ignore the fact, when we know some 

body in the Government has information from a per-
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son who waS in Russia and who alleges he 
knows something about Oswald would be unfor- 
tunate.. (page 7648) 

61. The Chairman agreed, as he had earlier, rephrasing what 

Ford said and obtaining confirmation for his "idea": ". . . the 

crux of the whole matter is that the Report should be clear that 

we cannot vouch for the testimony (sic) of Mr. Mesenko." (Nosenko 

was not a witness, although the FBI arranged for him to testify 

in secret.) The "idea" is "clear" in the Report: There is no 

mention of Nosenko at all, what Ford wanted to begin with and 

ended up saying would be "unfortunate." Rankin then said, "The 

staff was very much worried about just treating it as though we 

never heard anything about it, and having something develop later 

on that would cause everybody to know there was such information 

and that we didn't do anything about it..." (pages 7648-9) 

62. Ford enlarged upon this: "I think you have got to ana- 

lyze this in two ways. One, if he is bona fide, thenwhat he knows 

could be helpful. But in the alternative, if he is not bona fide, 

if he is a plant, we would have to take a much different view at 

what he said and why he is here." 

63. Rankin then stated that this “is one of the things that 

I. inquired into, in trying to find out from the C.I.A., as to 

whether or not he might have been planted for the purposes of fur- 

nishing this information . ... And they assured me that he had 

been what they called dangled before them, before the assassination 

occurred, for several months." (pages 7649-50)
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64. This is factually incorrect, an error that Ford re- 

enforced immediately: "It is my best recollection that he was 

actually a defector some time in December. In fact, Nosenko 

was working for the CIA inside the Soviet Union beginning in 1962. 

He then stated firmly that he would never defect and leave his 

family behind. His actual defection, not "dangled" but entirely 

unexpected, was in February, 1964, which is after, not before the 

assassination. 

65. Dulles expressed the view which prevailed: "I doubt 

whether we should let the name Mesenko get into the printed re- 

port." (page 7644) 

66. This is not because the Soviet Government did not know 

about the Nosenko defection. It was very public, as the transcript 

reflects at several points. 

66. Rankin said that "there will be people, in the light 

of the fact that this was a public defection, that has been well 

publicized in the press, who will wonder why he was never called 
  

before the Commission." (Emphasis added, page 7645) Ford said 

that "the original press releases were to the effect that he was 

a highly significant catch . ... There was great mystery about 

this defection, because the Soviet Union made such a protest-—-they 

went to the Swiss Government, as I recall, and raised the devil 

about it." (page 7650) Nosenko defected to the CIA in Geneva. 

Despite the fact that Nosenko's name was public, Helms did 

not want it used. He phoned Rankin just a few minutes prior to
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this executive session to discuss Nosenko. Rankin told the Com- 

mission, "I just received a call from Mr. Helms .. . and he 

learned that we even had papers that the Commissioners were look- 

ing at. And Mr. Helms said that he thought that it shouldn't even 

be circulated to the Commissioners, for fear it might get out, 

about the name Mosenko, and what we received." (Emphasis added. 
  

Pages 7645-6) 

68. The Chairman remarked, "Well, that name has been in 

the papers, hasn't it? 

69. Helms also had a proposal for the Commission as an al- 

ternative to performing its duty to investigate leads. In Rankin's 

words, "And he said would it help if Mr. McCone sent a letter to 

the Chief Justice as Chairman of the Commission asking that no 

reference to Mesenko be used. And I said, 'I think that would be 

helpful to the Commission,' because then the Commission would have 

this position of the CIA on record ...." (Pages 7645-6) 

70. Rankin had hardly finished repeating the CIA's request 

for suppression and offer of a letter to cover the Commision when 

Dulles objected strongly: 

I would like to raise the question whether we 

would like to have a letter, though, in our files 

asking us not to use it. It might look to some- 

body as though this were an attempt by the C.I.A. 

to bring pressure on us not to use a certain bit 

of information. (page 7647) 

71. Without any CIA incriminating letter in the Commission's 

files, this is precisely what happened. It began almost as soon
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as the FBI arranged for Nosenko to testify before the Commission. 

It was accomplished in a redraft of the "Foreign Conspiracy" part 

of the Commission's Report that was written and retyped before 

July 17, 1964, as the staff memorandum which is attached as Exhibit 

9 shows. The editing was by Howard Willens, a respected lawyer 

then on loan to the Commission from the Department of Justice. He 

was not assigned to the "foreign conspiracy" team. This memorandum 

is from the junion member of that team to is senior member. In it 

W. David Slawson informed William T. Coleman that "all references 

to the 'secret Soviet Union source' have been omitted. "Eliminated" 

is more accurate than "omitted" because this part of the Report had 

been written with Nosenko included. 

72. The information which I have related above can be arranged 

in another manner so as to reflect motive for withholding these 

transcripts when they did not qualify for withholding and were re- 

quired to be released to me under the Freedom of Information Act: 

A. Nosenko was a productive CIA agent-in place 

inside the KGB, beginning in 1962. His work was within 

responsibilities of the Angleton and Bagley part of the 

CIA. 

B. Oswald was accused of assassinating President 

Kennedy on November 22, 1963. 

C. Nosenko defected to the CIA in February, 1964, 

meaning to the Angleton-Bagley part of the CIA. 

D. WNosenko was made available to the FBI in late 

February and early March, 1964. He told the FBI and 

the FBI told the Commission that the KGB suspected that 

Oswald was an American agent-in-place or "Sleeper" agent, 

which would have meant for the Angleton-Bagley part of 

the CIA.
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E. This also meant that the alleged assassin was 
suspected of a CIA connection, or an Angleton-Bagley 
connection. 

F. Immediately after Nosenko agreed to testify in 
secret to the Warren Commission, a CIA delegation headed 
by Helms, then Deputy Director for Plans and Angleton's 
superior, started to talk the Warren Commission into ig- 
noring Nosenko and what he stated he knew, including 
that Oswald was suspected of being an American agent. 

G. Immediately after this the CIA, under Angleton- 
Bagley pressure and persuasion, incarcerated Nosenko il- 
legally and for three years under cruel and brutal con- 
citions, making him unavailable to the Warren Commission 
throughout its life (and for several years thereafter). 

H. After this abusive treatment of Nosenko, during 
which his life and sanity were in danger from the same 
CIA people, the CIA decided, officially, that Nosenko was 
genuine in his defection and so valuable and trustworthy 
an expert that he received a large sum of federal money 
and remains a CIA consultant. 

I. By this time there was no Presidential Commision, 
no other official investigation of the assassination of 
President Kennedy, but the CIA withheld all relevant rec- 
ords under claim to "national security" need. What has 

been forced free of the CIA's false claims to "national 
security" discloses that there is not and never was any 

basis for the claim. 

J. When there was no official investigation and 
when for a decade I tried to obtain these records, the 

same CIA people who are responsible for the catalogue 
of horrors tabulated above succeeded in withholding these 

records, including the January.21 and June 23rd tran- 
scripts, because these same people were the CIA's "“re- 

viewing" authority. 

K. This is to say that the CIA people who may have 

pasts and records to hide are those who were able to mis- 

use the Freedom of Information Act and the courts to hide 

their pasts and records and any possible involvement with 

the accused assassin Oswald; and that the CIA on a higher 

level permitted this 

73. Whether or not Nosenko was either dependible or truth- 

ful, his allegaton required investigation by the Presidential
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Commission charged with the responsibility of making a full and 

complete investigation of the assassination. The Commission did 

not have to believe a word Nosenko uttered but it had the obliga- 

tion of taking his testimony and then, if it believed discounting 

his testimony was proper, not paying any attention to it. Whether 

the Commission took Nosenko's testimony and whether or not it then 

believed anything he said, the Commission had before it--and under 

CIA pressure and intimidation supppressed--the allegation that the 

Russians suspected that the only accused assassin had been an Amer- 

ican agent. This also required investigation. But there was no 

investigation. For the CIA there was the substitution of an affi- 

davit by its Director, who stated that Oswald was not his agent. 

As Dulles told the Commission on January 27, 1964, when perpetual 

secrecy was expected, both the FBI and the CIA would lie about 

this. (If Oswald had been connected with the CIA, that would have 

been when Dulles was Director.) 

74. If it had been public knowledge at the time of the in- 

vestigation of the assassination of the President that the CIA 

had, by the devices normally employed by such agencies against 

enemies, arranged for the Presidential. Commission not to conduct 

a full investigation, there would have been considerable turmoil 

in the country. If, in addition, it had been known publicly that 

there was basis for inquiring into a CIA connection with the ac- 

cused assassin and that the CIA also had frustrated this, the 

commotion would have been even greater. 

75. At the time of my initial requests for these withheld 

transcripts, there was great public interest in and media attention
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to the subject of political assassinations. If the CIA had not 

succeeded in suppressing these transcripts by misuse of the Act 

throught that period, public and media knowledge of the meaning 

of the contents now disclosed would have directed embarrassing 

attention to the CIA. There is continuing doubt about the actual 

motive in suppressing any investigation of any possible CIA con- 

nection with the accused assassin. If such questions had been 

raised at or before the time of the Watergate scandal and disclo- 

sure of the CIA's illegal and improper involvement in it, the 

reaction would have been strong and serious. This reaction would 

have been magnified because not long thereafter the CIA could no 

longer hide its actual involvement in planning and trying to 

arrange for a series of political assassinations. 

76. One current purpose accomplished by withholding these 

transcripts from me until after the House Committee held its No- 

senko hearings was to make it possible for the Committee to ignore 

what the Commission ignored, which is what the CIA wanted and 

wants ignored. With any prior public attention to the content of 

these transcripts, ignoring what Nosenko could have testified to, 

especially suspicion the accused assassin was an agent of American 

intelligence, would have been impossible. A public investigation 

would have been difficult to avoid. 

77. All of this and other possible consequences and the re- 

forms they might have brought to pass were avoided--frustrated--by 

the misrepresentations used to suppress these transcripts and to
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negate the purposes of the Act. The purposes include letting 

the people know what their government is doing and has done so 

that the popular will may be expressed. 

78. I believe that the facts in this affidavit make it 

apparent that fraud was perpetrated on me and on the courts. I 

believe that because I am in a public rather than a personal 

role in this matter, the people also =e defrauded. 

79. From my experience, which is extensive, I believe that 

these practices will never end, there being no end to varying 

degrees of official misconduct, as long as there is official 

immunity for misrepresenting to or defrauding the courts and re- 

questers. 

80. From my experience I also believe that when district 

courts do not take testimony, when the do not assure the vigorous 

functioning of adversary justice, and when they entertain summary 

judgment motions while material facts are in dispute, the Act is 

effectively negated. The benefits to the proper working of decent 

society that accrue to the Act are denied. The cost to any 

person seeking public information becomes prohibitive. The time 

required for a writer like me makes writing impossible. 

81 Perfection is not a state of man but healing is essential 

to life. A viable, healthy Act can mean a healthier nation-:and a 

government more worthy of public faith and trust. 

The wrongful purposes of the improper withholding have been 

accomplished. What has been done cannot be undone. But what the
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courts can do can discourage similar abuses in the future. 

82. This is the second time GSA and the CIA have bled me 

of time and means to deny me nonexempt Warren Commission executive 

session transcripts. They dragged me from court to court to delay 

and withhold by delaying. In each case, both stonewalled until 

the last minute before this Court would have been involved. In 

each case, rather than risk permitting this Court to consider the 

issues and examine official conduct, I was given what had for so 

long and at such cost been denied to me. This is an effective 

nullification of the Act, which requires promptness. It becomes 

an official means of frustrating writing that exposes official 

error and is embarrassing to officials. It thus becomes a sub- 

stitute for First Amendment denial. They can and 

they do keep me overloaded with responses too long and spurious 

affidavits with many attachments. With the other now systematized 

devices for noncompliance, these effectively consume most of my 

time. At my age and in my condition, this means most of what 

time remains to me. My expebiiancs means that by use of federal 

power and wealth, the executive agencies can convert the Act into 

an instrument for suppression. With me they have done this. My 

experience with all these agencies makes it certain that there is 

no prospect of spontaneous reform. As long as the information I 

seek is potentially embarrassing or can bring to light official 

error or misconduct relating in any way to the aspects of my work 

that are sensitive to the investigative and intelligence agencies, 

in the absence of sanctions their policy will not change and the
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courts and I will remain reduced to the ritualized dancing of 

stately steps to the repetitious tunes of these official pipers. 
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HAROLD WETSBERG 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

\. ‘le. Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26th day of October, 
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ryyyyot NOTARY PUBLIC 
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My commission expires dad COMMISSION EXPIRES DEC, 14, 1998 . 
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Resradhd 

re. 
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had, so that you were mat ds the dart chout 

cons idciing this whole proplom about the life dn Necsia., And 

ir. elms said that he thought that it shouldn't even re 

circulated tothe Conmissioners, for fear it might sso cut, about 

tne name Mosenxo, and what we had received. 

The Chairman. The name Mosentto, you say? 

Ke. Rankin. Yes, 

The Chairitan. Well, that name has been in the e2ner, 

Me, Rankin, As far as the infertation we have associatcd 

with that name, is what he was Bugcesting. And he said would it 

help if Me. MeCone sent a letter to the Chicf Justice as Chairman 

of the Commiss j.on asking that no reference to Moscniso 

t And I said, "I think that would be helpful to the Commission," 

YO fis because then the Commission would have this pesition o 

2. 2 C.I.A. on record upon which they covld act i tl
y 

they consider the matter. And so that is what they propose to do. 

~The Chairman. Well, my own view is that we should nov rely 

to any extent on Mosenko, that there would be grave danger in 

about his testimony. 

We will just discuss that, and we ought to have @ meating 

in a day or tvo, on a number of questions that have arisen. 

So ve will put that on the agenda. 

Rep, Ford. Very fine. 
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ite, Dulles. J vould lite to raise wes S1op phewisi 

we would like to pave « let er, though, ta eur file asking us 

nos to use it. Lt might look later to semebcdy as thouga this 

Ce
 

vere an atiempt by the C.1.4. to bring pressure on Us nov toa. 

use a certain bit of information. I don't see -- they can perfectly 

well say there are sensitive reasons Pov not having this ai 

prouxhé up in this connection <- but I hope they ven 

we could not use 16. 

The Chairrnan, IT wonder if chey could not say they are not 

nrepirved to vouch for him, and af they don't ough 

certainly kam not going 

lic. Dulles, That is fine. Then te have a justification for 

not using 1%. 

Nov, the testimony, though, might have certain Lackground 

intezest for us, pecause there are «Wo sosuthivities - Either 

the Tellcy is a plant, ov there are certain pona Fides in the 

case. Tf he is a plant and Bayang this 

We wouldn't use it as the truth, pat it might influence our 

thinicing on certain points. 

Rep. Ford, This, I think, is getting doi to tne Crux of 

x. - 

the matter. We cannot pass judgment on the tra atcer cof whether 2 

ne is bona fide or a plant. But it may be desirable for the 

Commission to indicate that information has peen received about 

3 

Moseniko, and what he alleges to know about Oswald's life in the 

Soviet Union. And then in our report, we can 

   



  

position to taus judencnt o 16. 

But for use to ignove the fact that an accusy of our tovern-+ 

Sw
ed
 

nent has a fan who says he knows something apous Cstiaid ‘s 

in the Sovict Union, Wwe oughy to say sonething about it ~- either 

say ie are not in a position to say it is reliable, it way develop 

that ne wes or wasn't reliaple. But for us te just ignore the 

x 

he Governnent ros lntorretion 
s 

fact, when vie know Somebody in + 

from a person who was in Russia, and who alleges ne kasus sore- 

thing about Oswald, would be unfortunate. 

The Chairman. I think the eruk <- I agree with vou. And 

I think the exux of “the whole matter 38 that the tz 

be clear to the effect that tre cannot vouch for the testimony 

of ile. tosenko. | 

‘Rep. Ford. That is right. 

Ss cr
: 2 ca) 5
 L t shouldn't ignore the fact that there is some 

informa tion that the Gonmlasion is familiar wich. i Gon't ino 

quite how you would phrase it in the repars, 

But to lenore 1%, CL think, would be unfortunate. 

The Chairman. Ves. 

Wie, Rankin, The staff was very much wiorricd about just 

7. treating 1% as though we never heard anything about it, and 
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having something develop later on that would cau 
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anything abouc Le ond at weuld maybo si fecr the in Midies of 

our whole venort., 

fee, Dulles. If it has not alreséy peen Gene, FT think it 

Mgnt be well, too, to asit the staff to oyer tnis reners 

end to make a brief report to us as to where this Zt05 with 

others jin certain cases.-- it- seems to mo to Gee with vhat we 

have -- in certain cases it Supplements 2%, Eut is misht be 

. 2 fe Baer ae ° lynn" an a4- + < “-} c= - Tea maak yor? tes x Fe usexul to have a vriel Stuay of that hina, ang sée hor msn 26 

gees with other indepentant infortation ve hare OQnd vnera it 

supplements, adds to or Q@iffers fron it. 

Rep, Ford. I think you have got. to anal 

“ways. Cne, iv he is bona fide, then whet he Enews or allosedl 

— could we helpful. But in the alternative, if he is not 

+ 
plant, we would have to take a wien rap

] bona fide, if he is a 'O
 

different view at what he said and why nets here. This races 

2 2, 

quite a difference, 

And I don't think vie can ignore the tio alternatives. And 

there are only two of them. And we ought to discuss that in 

the report 

Me. Dulles. Do you happen to know the date Satuation, 

as vo the date of his defection in relation to tho essassination? 

t
o
 te, Rankin, Well, that is me of the thin 

invo, in trying to find cut from tae C.1.4. as ®tinether or not 

(d
 heitight have been planted for tne purcas 

  



  

Rupa 

3 2 easisey fe? Baliges ve we eens J pee ces ec tty ices se Vee! inforiwation --« because thet was very distusbitie Yo me and 

  

ee 

to the starr that were working In this ares -- ie, Colcoran and 

Mie. Slavson. And they assurcd me tnat he hud been unet they 

~ eal dangled berore then, before the assassination ocaurred, 

Por several months, so that they felt that it cculdn't kave been 

7 
anytning that was connected with the idea o lar ~ 

| 

for this particular purpose. 

J Tam entirely sat 

tha the record. this is just a he
 

me
 kt cr
 

Now, we don't have % 

celepkone conversation. 

aii 3: 

Rep. Ford. tt is my best recollection that hewas actually 

m
y
 

a defector some time in December -- at a disarraicent meeting 

Geneva, Switzerland. And the original press velecases vere to 

the effect that he was. a. highly significant catch as 

were concerned, because he was in Geneva with these Soviet 

disarvanent experts. 

There was great mystery about this particular defection, 

% to- because the Sovict Union made such a protest -- they ven 

the Swiss Government, as I recall, and raised the 

au, subseguent information has developed that he doesn 't 

appear to be quite as big a catch, if any, as 

concerned. 

Having absolutely no faith in what vhe Soviet Union tries 

to do in these kind of cases, hetight have been dangled for 

reason two or three months before the OS caapi Ne? bute punced 

SE Pes aS 59 2S      

isfied from what they gold ue abcus that.



      

che laste threc weeks subsea: nb to che gnaseee ano a 

shat was as high as he wllevedly a6, with the mentan caracity 

he is supposed to have, could be-very well filled with a1] the 

information which he is nev giving us in veierence to the Osuald 

case. 

Ag I say, J ama complete and total skeptic and cynic 

about these kinds of people, and there would bo no better nay 

for the Soviet Unica to wry and clean 2¢s on oiidrts than to have 

a high ranting defector come and discount Coald Lmoertance, 

siiald's significance, while he was in tne Soviet Union. 

So, in my opinion, we have got to be very hard-boiled, 

cynical, skeptical, about Mr. Mosenko, and anv relasjJonshias 

he might have as far as the Csvald casc. 

The Chairman. Well, I think we are in agreceent on almost 

gery thing you say. 

(Wher SUPOn 
at 10: 30 a oll; 2 tne Com ne 

go into further 
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Rep. Boggs. -I wouid like to say only, to put it in the form 

of a motion maybe, that in the case of the widow of the late 

Presiden and in the case of the 

Commission auwchorigze its Chairman, the Chiex Justice 

whatever steps he deems advisable to got whatever 

be partinenc from those people. 

The Chairman. What motion would you mee 

Connally and his wife? 

    

tcescirn NOY 

; chat che 

tO cake 

may 

Rep. Boggs. They would be included, ET would think, under the 

same f£erms, 

~~ The Chairman. How about Senator VYarborcucgh and whoayer else 

was there in the front seat with President: echnson? 

Mir. Boggs. What IT was thinking of was of the top rneople that 

you as Chairman could handle it. The rest of them T wouldnte 

have any hesitancy about calling Ralph Yarborough in here and ask 

him what happened, 

The Chas cman. Lunderstand. Is that the sensa of the 

meeting, gentlemen? ff it is, that will be done. 

(Nts “0 The next one is Ttein G x 2, Conference with CEA, decision 

fe ne bee trea fr a: . 

Bite has to disclosure of materials to CIA for pursoses discussed at 

meeting of January 14, 

  

just state generally what it i 

keen having some farther. Bue Lee has 
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they woul a
d
 have had with the Soviets, ane @ dike to have us givoa to 

them certain of our records so they can show them to some of their 

people, namely a couple of persons who have Gefected fron Soviet: 

Russia, and © raised the quostion with Lea as to whether wa should 

do that without taking some very careful oreccutions because if 

we should Go that, and these poecple should turn ovt to be counter 

intelligence agents, and then something would cavelop From Russia 

about this, about the thing as a result of what chey 5av, this 

Commission would look awfully bad before the world, and I mysels 

on the advisability of showing those records te any defector. Ce
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|-
- see Whac we have in that regard, and then tet the CIA do what it 

thinks should be tone in oxder to verify or disprove it or amoli 

it in any way, shape ox form. Meow that is my own view. 

tee, would you like to express yourself further on it. vVou 

dicate agree with me exactly. 

hha i
 

2 QO u fa
 

it
z Q a?
 

ri
 QO Qs
 we fe. Rankin. Well, the Chief Justice al: 

a 
7 

. possibly we should have a meeting with the representatives of the 

Ciis and the PBI and the Secret Service that aave ves these materials 

md see what their suggestion was about handling them. These two 

2 defectors are men wha were formerly in the service of the conpoarable 

cc 
unic of the Saviet Union. 

Me. Dulles. GB, 

Hc. Rankin. WGB, and the CIA people say they couldnt: hardly 
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Gefrect back again without being in plenty of fret! le ad they 
     

dou't believe thore is ay prospect and thay sav also when tiey 

advance that there was a consideracion that they might co back 

but they do think they could be very heloful because they can 

interpret these materials and suggest inquiries that we should 

make to the Soviet, that Ci he CLA personnel wouldn! 

I
 

cr
 

re
v do in the same way because they don’t know the detail oe: 

r
t
 

opera tion like these defectors 

So they want to know if they couldn't sce some basic material: 

themselves and if they would be perm ateead to show them to these 

defectors, and that is our problam. They think that would be very 

helpful. 

S
y
 Now they suggest, and our conference, Alien wenk with us on 

this conference with the CIA, and they suggest that, they think 

che inquiry to | the Soviet should be made governme nt-Lo-governme at, 

LE the Stace Departirent would approve that, and we would check it 

out with she, ant that the questions to the Soviet should be — 

pointed, so that if they don't answer them, they can't just answer 

them im a very general manner and get away wi ith it, but the — 

questions would be in such pointed form, would ka eid you or 

aidnit you, did Oswald Go certain things or didn’t he, as much as 

w ~
 3S Q
 possible, XE am talking about the CIA and the pxrcblem of Furnishi 

Ss information, and they would like to exhibit it fl
e th mh
 chem part o: 

to two defectors, Who were a part of theix intelligence system in 
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lr. Dulles. They were not before, after they defected in 

I
 these two cases. They were part oO 

Mr. Rankin. Ves, 

Ne. Dulles. And since then have been working very closely 

with us, one has been working Siz or seven years and one ebout 

two years, 

Mc. Rankin. ‘They were with the KGR, ore was in Vienna and 

one was in Finland and fairly high up in the EGR. The material. 

they have in mind is nothing that is really classified in one 

sense. It would be the material cha at Oswaid himself wrote, Osvald 

Giary, letters and things of that kind in Russia, and it would bea 

that type of material. They wouldntt want to show them any 

2 

OQ = material that was sort generally classified. Some of this hag_ 

noc been disclosed to the President. Some. of £t has been par- 

tially closed but it is the form of the writing, and so Forth, 

¢ kind that are very -- mean a gocd deal to a man 

‘a
y 

g and things of th 

who is working on the inside of the Soviet Sccret Service. As TI 

say, it is nothing + that normally would be classified. It is only 

that all of what was obtained from Oswald has nok yet been dis- 

closed to che omerican press. 

        
Sen. Russell.
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diaries or other writings other than what Le hase seen?! ° 

ie, Dulles, Yeu have seen it all 

Sen. Russell. And thea FBI? 

Mr. Dulle @here is one thing IT have asked abcut tcday, 

chat is referccd to in the FBE xeport. We khaventt any macerial a 

all. 

Sen. Russell They are not going to teil ro anyching. % hn. Rv Las GOAN 2 cell you anyching. We 

would have to forward the questions to the Stete Departmont, it 

would have to he cleared through the Ambassador and cleared with 

the Foreign Minister and get to the equivalent of their Attorney 

General and say what are we going to tell t 

IS
 

ite. Bullies. But they are in a bit o 

cause if they have any inkling of this and they may have 

inkling of this, I don't know, for example, we know or wo he 

we know £rom Oswald thac he got K amount of money at certain times, 

Now, TL wouldn't tell that to ° Cr
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het
 

a have some information, we Contt haye to say how we got 

wouid be from ts -, Vea Or ASvavoE 1% might be, soma of 

‘ . 
10Sa SLily Mreoaricans. 

a box, Senator, be- 

come From her, chat the Soviet had paid him certain money, would 

chey kindly advise us’ how much and over what time. 

Rep. Bogys. There is not over and hayond what the 
. 

ite. Dulles. Wo. But F Gon*t think you ought to te 

mean, this is a question for this Commission to decide, 

°.7. 

reporc 

11, 6 

LE ve ar 

going to get anything, we have got probably to let the Sovict 

se 
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Rep. Boggs. Where did we get tho inforinatcion from, what: 

he got? 

knew he was hospitalised. We knew he tried to comnit : suicide 

over there. We knew they extended 8 1S permission. Low, F think 

we ought to -- there ought to be questions put to then but donté 

give thom all tho answers because ghey can just - iakca cus Guestions 

is the situation golng to be later if we do suplish, and =F think 

the Commission probably will publish Later all this material. snd 

Soviet particularly because I think that might be very helpful. 

We can say we gave you a chance to answer these questions, - 

we told you we knew something about this but you never gave us 

an answer so that the drafting of these gqeestions ZT thiak is going 

cr
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 ace a matter but FE think i e
 to be vracher deli 

Rep. Boggs. Is it proposed that this te carried ont by the 

CIA? . 
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i, , ; y vale d NIRS PY 29) 75" CO “wo Lorimer socret Sexvice wen tO gak sugcescions sa they adn, 

knewing the bacisyrsound of opexracious hese, they con help the or” 

prepere questions to give to the Dapartrenm: of State. 

ic, Dulle The Department of State will send thom without 

roxerence but saying €rom. 

Rep. Ford. ft would he a request by the Comissian through 

The Chaixman. Ves. 

ix. Dulles. The Commission would request the Reparirent of 

State, in consonance with their fForaign policy, to make an aaquiry, 

at about the United States, not a werd about wh 

Rep. Ford. and it would have the authority of a request by 

us through proper channels to the Department. 

I
m
 f 

im 
j + - Dulles... Ves. From some taiks I had, incidentally, that f a 

. the way the State Department would Like it but they would like ele
 

0 

co sea and Ff think it would he wise, if the Chairman agrees, and 

the Commission agrees, to show the State Deparer vent our letter, So 

chat we don?t ask them anything ox eet a record, £ woulda show 

nttex, work it owt with Davis or others over there so 

that they are in entire agreoment with what is sent, and the CTA 

£ think has sent you today some suggestions as to questions, = 

don't. know whether they have reached you yet or not. 

Hx. Rankin. They have. 
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Rep. Foxd. May £ ast you this, in rofercnce to YOu twese 

tlon, ile, Chairman? 

The Chairman. Yes. = 

Rep. Ford. Does it have to be a matter of recore For anyocdy 

other than curselves and CTA that these individuals within theis 

Mx. Dulles. Mo, not unless thev voli. 

Mir, Rankin. We is afraid they wight civa it avay. 

Rep. Bord. I see. 

The Chairman. I thought before we did it, Lf we woro giving 

say ves, let them see everything, but to show to a Russian de~ 

Rep. Ford. And have them as a matter o£ xecord a orove it, 

The Chaixyman. Yes, approve it. 

Rep. Ford. Tf thinks chat 

The Chaixman. I weuld be afraid to Go it othaxwise, we 

might get into trouble. 

Rep. Ford. & think that is a gocd xeservation, I agree. 

“Ths Chairman. Any objection to 

lr. Rankin. I wovld Like to have   
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‘ y 
have talked to : oh ci

 

but we haven't yet gotten their approval to approach the covernnen 

co-govermmont, and that is to be done ver. 

The Chalhrman. Ves, 

Oo 

e ‘é = 2 ‘a 241, we 2 Me . 

Me. Rankin. So thac is still ahead of ae
 

The Chairman. ALL right. 

Sen. Cooper. We are not meking a decision at this moment of 

Dawe > Showing these records to these defectors. 

agreed to it, yes. 

The Chairman. Y¥os. 

Me. Dulles. Way T imake just a slight amendment to that be- 

£ the PBL agrees to have its material, © dontt think the [w
e cause 

Secret Service should be able to veto that or vico-varsa. Tk 

seens to me one should, threvgh this machinery, clear with tha 

[e
e 

Ss geneios whose report it oy
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 in the form of an Ti
 hink, would ever be shown + 

PBL report. They would be told it is a FBX revort. 

The Chairman. We dontt know Lf we give it to then. 

Mr. Buljies. would just have that arrangament with then. I 

don't think they sucht 
oy 

mation in the report will be used in interregating and questioning 
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‘ f ARs dase 

vepore, get froin it such ‘informacion as they neaoded to intorrccsate 

sour 
these men without ever di iscussing to chem any ao? 

fic. Dulles, They dontt need to Gisclose this comes Exon 

2 

s different. No matter hew that nad been 

tr
 

i.
 memorandum, then tha’ 

+ obtained, whether it had been obtaine a by the Searet Service or 

21 Russian, to 
weiting and the Russian, some of those things are i 

liv. Rankin. Yes. They said they wanted to shay the par 

ticular documents becaus they also thini: thera may be a possibilic: 

O£ ccdes. 

Sen. Cooper. =F see. 

Me. Rankin. They would want to go inmco that, too, 

The Chairman. . Tf there are no chjections then, gent tle men, 

that is what we will do. : 

Mr. Dulles. Would it be clear if the agency involved gives 

its approval then there is ao difficulty, withent asking a third 

party agency to concur, that is the only thing Z was afraia o£ 

the way it was stated, Mr. Chairman. 

3 thing is intermixed, the |~
s 

ty
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(Q The Chaixman. Well, th 

Secret Service found one thing in the howe of Oswald, the PBI 

found another, and somebody else found another: 

Now © think before. we get into the thicket we probably ought 

then had a valid reason 
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@ are looking for a measure of protection after this 

thing is all over so there won't be any come back ondktvom any 
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semething to the Soviets that vere 
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Sen, Russell, They will all core cut in the same place on 
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a q The Chairman. &£ think so. Do you have eny reason to think 

& 

othezwise, Allon? 

| im. Dulles. X dontt know, I dentt think anvbody can say, 

Me. Chairr man. I have no reason. 

hie, MeCloy. If they do that, they can come back to us. 

Sen. Russell. The chap who vetced it would be enbarrassed. 
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Rep. Boggs. That disposes of that. . 
~ . « : TS = ; ¢ = =   ; 4 - 
The Chairman. We will # ext go to Ttem Bo under Romai 
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if, xemains o: @ Harvey Osa 1d, letters rece zved £rom Nocholas 

Katzenbach . 

Now that situation is that this man is buried in a cometery, ee 

and it takes officers around the clodk to watch him, wacch anc 
5PM, z 
SoA 

. see that they dontt come in and exhume hin and do Something that 

° 
would further injure the country, ard so it has been suggested 

chat to save expense they exhume him and then cremate him. But 
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MEMORANDUL /  . June 24, 1954 
4 _ 

TO: The Commniesion 

FROM: William T., Coleman, Jr.; 

Vv. David Slaivson , 

SUBJECT: Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko s 

The Commission has asked us to prepare a short 

memorandum outlining in what respects the information 

obtained from Nosenke confirma or contradicts information 

we have from other sources. feet 

ee Nosenko's testimony to the FBI 1s the only tnfor=, wo 

: ‘mation we have on what he knows about hee Harvey Oswald, “f° 

2 (Commission Documents No. 434 and 451.) Perhaps more useful ~ 
4nformation could be gained if we were to question Nosenko .- 2: 

Givectly, but it is unlikely, Nesenko told the representative: 

oo, of the FBI who questioned him that he had given. add, thes. * .. 

a information on Oswald he possessed, * SME BA 
ii 

    

Most of tihat Nosenko told the FBI confiras what We” 

already know from other sources and most of it does not ee 

involve important facets, with one extrezely significan&é cls 

exception, This exception 1s Nos enko's etatement that Lee 

Harvey Csrald was never tra Lied or used «8 an asent of tha 

Soviet Union for any purpose and that nc conta ef with him Was | 

made, atterpted or contemplated after he left the Soviet . e 

-Unton and returned to the Ucited States, Nosenko's eel aa on: 

these points is especially valuable because, according to his 

own testincny at least, his position with the KGB was such. 

that had there been any subversive relationship between the - . 

a ' Soviet Unicon and Oswald, he would have kucwn eboub it, 

  

.- 

ee ee Nosenko's statement to the FRI confirms our infor- 

Ba mation from other sources-in the folleving respectst 

woe 1. Prtor to Gsvald's arrival in Russia in the fall 

Fes) ‘of 1959 he led no contacts with agents cf the Russian 

government or of the Titernationel Cons.aiist Party wo were 

.in turn in contact with the Russian gcvevnsent, (Oar 
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Sincependent sources on this are extremscly werk, heucver. 
We simply co net nave much information cn this p2rtieuls> 
subject. 

; ! 

2. Wacn Cavald arrived in the Sovict Union he was 
‘traveling on a temporary tourist visa but very cauichly mace 
know to the Russian authorities that he vonired to remain 

pernanently in the USSR and wanted to become <2 Sevict — Tis 
Re made knewn his intention to his Intourist ;¢ ide at th 
Hotel Berlin in Hescow. Tnis Intourist suide "SS a KCB 
informer. 

  

3. Oswald was advised throush the Intouriast inter- 
preter that he wv ould not be permitted to remain in hussia 
permanently and that he would therefore have to leave that 
country when nis. temporary visa expired, 

ooo” AY Upon learning that his request to remain in 
gee ye Russia permanently had been Gented, Oswald slashed his wrist . 

fn his room at the Fotel Berlin in an apparent attempt to 
commit suicide, vas found by the Intourist interpreter when 
he failed to appear for an appointment that evening, and was .-. 
immediately taken to a hoepital in Moscow for treaty nent. This: 
hospital was the Botkinskay 8, Hospital, - , 

5. Oswald was “ queshinned by doctera at the hospital 
and told then that he attempted suicide pecause he was not 
granted permission to remain in Russia. 

  

ee . 6. Gsvald was assivzned to Mtask probably bees 
au. «=o AS Above average Cor cleanliness and mocern facilitics, wand 
chee, would therefore ercate a good Impression for bin. 

       

et T. Csvald appeared at the —— Fubassy in Mexico 
“City and asked for a Soviet re-~entr y vis 

8. ilosenko was chown certain portions of our file 
on Oswald, including a seetion which sta te ed thet Csarveld 

» peceeived a monthly subsidy from the Soviet Rea Cross. Gn 
‘geeing this stetezent, Hesenke commented that it is normal 
practice in the Ecviet Union to cause the Red Cress to make 
_payrents to emigres and defectors in order to assist them to 
“enjoy @ better standard of living than crdinary Soviet 

a c@itisens encarced 4a similar occupnuttona, (Mcsenko also caid 
” that the subsiacy Oxweld received was probably the mintenm 

 



  

given under cuch circumstances . Yois is news to us, ulthousgh 
4t is not inconsistent with other information ve have.) 

9. CaKald was in ee of a gun which vas usea | 
to shoot rekbits while he was living in Hinsk (Nosenko said 

: he learnca this upon reviewing Osrald's fAle etter the 
j esgsassination cr President Kennedy when, under the ecirenun- 

atances, he took particular note of this fact.) 

  

! . 16. Tnere 48 no KGB or GRU teaining schcol in the 
| = vicinity of Hingsk,. _ 

| 
| ‘Vi. ALL mati addressed to the Anmcricad Embassy in 

Hoseow, the. refore, also including Lee Harvey Osveld's neil so 
addressed, *s “reviewed” by the kGB in Moscow, MNesenko sata 
that this is routinely cone but he added that he personally. 
hed no part in the review ef, or knowledge of such revicw, a ~. 
of Oswald's corressondence, . ae 

12, No publicity appeared in the Soviet press or...) 
Soviet radio reyarding Csuald's arrival or departure from the “ 
Soviet Jaton or on his attexpted suicide, (Our evidence on ea 
this 1s simply ncgative, that isa, we have no, evidence that | sae 
there yas any such publicity.) — 

    

fe 13. Csvald vas regarded as a "poor worker" by goes 
superiors 4a the factory at “Tans, Pecan 

expakt The Following information obteined from Nosenko 4g ‘Ww ROe Sg 
not available to us (roa any other source, As will be seen, — 
4t generally €cse3 not add such to cur knowledge about Oswald 
but rather sunplics background Anformatioxy on soviet eae lea. 
relating to his esidence in Russias ta7y: 

oes - 2 

. 1,° Toe KGB in Koscor, ‘arter aneiye zing Csvald throuch 
various interviers and confidential infermantes, Geterinined 

— that Oswald was of no use to them and that he appearcd "sone~ 
7 Khat abnoranl.” 

2. The KGB did not know about Gswale's prior mili- 
tary service and even if they did, it vould have been of no 
particular significance to then, 

3 ihe 

of the Sovict Sta 

n the GB vas advised by some cther Ministry 
Ce that the deetsion had been made to permit 
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a 
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d 
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j , 

Oswald te stay In Racsic ané tnat i:e 338 to resic. in [iinsk, 
it brought Cswald'te fiie up te Gate aud traneferrce it to its 
branch office Ain Einsk. The coves Avtter forwarcehuis The - 
Ifile to Minsk, preparcd by one of Jeseako's subordcinstes, 
briefly s ommpiced Cavalda'’s case a: a instrueted the branch 
effice to take no action concerniic: him except to "pacsively" 
observe his activities te make surc he was not an Ansvican 
Antelligence azent tevperartly Gormiant. (Oswald did tell a 
American frieng ence that on one or tyro oecesions in iinsk he 

had heard that the LVD had ineculred of neighbors or fellow 
workers about hin.) 

Kk, According to the routine of the KGB, the only 
ecverage of O:vald curing his cfay in Minsk would have con- 
sisted of periodic cheaoks at his place of cxployniont, incuiry 

. Of neighbors, other associates, and revicw of his nail, 

(fot = 5. When the kGB was asked about Cswald’s applica~ 
‘ton for a re-entry visa made in Mexico city, At recommended | 
net the application be cenied, 

oS Oe 6. Shortly efter the assassination, Nosenko was 
called to his office for the purpose of determining whether“. tess 

-his Department had any information concerning Oswald. When is 0° 

a@ search of the office recorés disclesed that informaticn vas -. 
available, telephone ecntact was imsediately made with the 
KGB branch office in Minsk. The branch office dictated a ; 

Bunmary of the Osvalé file to Moseow ever the telephene. This 

Bunnary dneluced a statcment that the Minsk kGB hed cndeavored 
to “influence Osyald in the cisht direction.” Tais statement 
greatly alarmed the Koseai office, espceelally in view of 
their ins tructions to Kinek that no action was to be vaken on 
Osyxald except to “parsively observe’ his activitics. 
Accordingly, the complete Csuald file at Hinsk was ordered to 

“be flown at once via military eirerart to Moscow for examina- 

tion. It turned out thet all this stetemcnt referred to was 

    

Bete thab an uncle of Karina Osvald, a lisut¢nant colonel in the 

_. wigs. local militia at Kinsk, had spproached Cowald and 6 mcebteda 

tours that he not be too esitical of the Seviet Unton when he 

“7 peburned to the United States. 

7. Marina Cowsid ves cnee a nember of Vontasol but 

was G@ropped for nenoryinent cf Cuca, (arin told the Consis- 

SI" p§on she vas a member of NKensosnol, Lat she has beco Lacensis- 

Ce: tent on why she vas dropped. ) 
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Ped “cates DECLASSIFIED 

8B. The Hinck hGu foie on Csvald contained 

statements frou Lellor: bhuntecs that he was an extrencly poc. 

shct and that it was serctines necessary for them to provicc 

hin with game. 
/ 

9. After the 2ssasoinition, the Soviet government 

provided about 20 Fnolish-epeaking meniyhno were assicned tc 

the immediate vicinity of the Arerican Rabassy in Moscow to 

tasure that no disrespect ras ehown by the Soviet citizens 

during this period. 

10, Some othcr agency, just vhich agency Nosenkae 

says he docs not kner, Eubsequently decided that Osviaid vould 

be permitted to stay in Russia, on its responsibility. 

Hosenko ‘speculates that this other agency was either the 

Soviet Rea Cross or the “Ministry of foreign Affairs. (This 

bit of information fits in cspecially neatly vith Osvala's 

oxn stabecents that the Soviet officials he met after hia 

suicide attempt were new to him, and did not secn to have 

been told by his earlier interrogatora anything about hin.) 

The following Information given by Nosenko tends to 

contraa@iect information which we have from other sources 

JingeP 1, Nosenko says that after Osvald was releasca ae 

froma the hospital vhere. he was treated Lor an attempt to conmit 

suicias, he was told again that he sould have to leave the 

Sovieb Union and thereupon threatened to make a second attenpt 

to bake hig coun life. Osxeld's own diary of this time contains 

no mention of a thrent to wake a cecond attespt at suielde or 

of any post-hospitalicasticn statement by the Soviets that he 

would still have to scturn to the United States. Of course, 

Oswald's oxn account of these activities +23 neb entitled toa 

“ haeh degree of credibility. 

. 2, Moscenko saves that there ave no Scviet regule- 

tions yhich would heave prevented Csvwald froa traveling from 

' Winsk to Eoscow without obtaining first permission to ¢o fo. 

“Ye hava Information froia the CIA and the State Department that 

such regulations exist, although they are apparently rather 

* easily ~- and frequently -~ violated, 

Vinegar. 
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TS > Director . 
Fedecal Boras af Invewsiguiicn 
Atieaticns | 

FRI 3 Dipaty Mizeetor (Fs) . 

SUBIZCH 5 [ a Commentases the Keammiy Aassasizctton 

. Attached for your perusal ers the writes acamts of © Swish” 
dePaetor| . co sce aspects cf tha axsunsimasicn at 

| President Jem 7. Kanneity. Aa yoo lsor,|- Gefested fromm 
I nhosh tem yee ago, add kts pesacoal Imowledas ia nok. og ee | 
te te dete, bak be box sinyed In tench with Soviet intaluigence 

Lew CSHALD snd his wite most hase been hundled by Soviet ine. 
icoamee sapboritics wills they vers inside tha Sovtst Ooloo are 

hess aia Cas arm. equally prevocesira. 

‘Ge 
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Se nee en SORE Reliacie Ee cena 
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exhibit 5 _ 

WYO 105-37111 

G 
On sons YW promis on Neveuber 25, 1053, or 

November 24, 1963, il was repected thot the Eadda.cs Police 
Dopartment bad sucstioned & JOS TOON LCUes, u Fellow ennloyce 
of OLVALD, at the book Vvaschowse froa which anscas,ination 
of Prosicent LENSLDY O2cuircnt, Oftiee of Security bad 
check made of visa Piles of DPapartiunrt of State reeardineg 
this nano and lIceated foLtlcvine Lavesmation reenrding one 

JOSE MIGUEL ROPRECULY LU LINA, pPoOSuibly Identical, 

On Maren 6, 10059, lscter individunl was issued 
B-2 visa at Embassy, Hivensn, 34, Valid through arch 5, 
19G1, for one month's visil to fs cotusin in New York City, 
Now woantithed and nO Adee .ts Mies. LS was a5. 1. AOE 

to accent work or overiwely per lod @? acdaission, Vina Nuaber 
1490477 was issued, VFoliowings deseripticn was given: 

   

Date of birth: 1/27/56 

Place of birth: Hovyanha, Cuba 

Height: 576" 
Weights 150 pounds 

ue I: aes Deon 
Ttyos: Biewn 
Comb lee: roaaL 

Mariteld stacus: Poser aed 
Home aduvess: Crlbe 15 #501 “Lewvon, Havana 

On Novewver i L933, PAV Be BSRIADSs, a0 
ae ct admitted fomna.s Levict i: wollipencs oryaicer, PUuraicnad 

the following aepesved ena concerning LEE LARVius OcUALD 

and his wife: 

DERZAEIN gous net berticve the Sovict CGovcranent 

had any knowledre of OSWSLO's plans to assassinate Pregidcnat 
KENNEDY; however, he docs srlteve that C&e’2aD and his wife 
had soie connection with tho Russian intelligence service, 
We snid the Soviet Covermcoit uncdeaibediy has a file on 

OSWALD end Yoel; that 11. eumid be fugvested t6 Furnish 
information répsarein®? CSVALG's aweavatles wails fa the 
Sovlet Untcn. WNorm:biy, Wein iwi bodivadsadi teavean the 

Soviet Uniouw and tts beni tte kiae fer the goverumccat, he 

would bo fLucniisnacd seve elolho wu and bransocrt.t.ica crmoenucs 

to his destination. Since tlia was not dono, DLAJABIN 

—~ 4) - 

CD-49 PAGE 4).   
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MESSAGE FROM MOSCOW / 27 

Of time. He knew that Soviet intelligence h 
mounting highly sophisticated disint¢ 
Whole array of dispatched detectors 
information to other 
ravelling such a deception was an intelle 
first order. 

ad the capacity for 
MAauON programs witha 
and double agents feeding 

intelligence services.7 For Angleton, un- 
ctual challenge of the 

Ever since Nosenko had first approached the CIA in Geneva’ in 1962 and volunteered information about Soviet espionave operations, Angleton and his staff had pondered the signifi- cance of the offer. Only six months before Nosenko’s contact, another Soviet intelligence officer, Anatoli M. Golitsin, had defected to the CLA from Helsinki, Finland. Golitsin, who identified himself as a Major in the First Chief Directorate of the KGB working primarily against farpets in the NATO alliance, was brought to Washington and given the code name Stone, 

The information Stone provided in’ his debriefine had caused a sensation. Accordiny to Stouc, the KGB had already planted an agent within the highest echelons of United States intelligence, This penetration agent would be assisted by “out- side” men—other Sovict-controlled agents masking them- selves as defectors or double agents—who would supply pieces of disinformation designed to bolster an “inside” man’s credi- bility. The “inside” avent, in turn, Would be in a position to help confirm the authenticity of the “outside” agents, 
Angleton could not afford to neglect this possibility. He knew that the Soviet Union hi ad successfully penetrated both 

the British and the West German intelligence services in the 
Vears since World War HH. The specter of a “mole,” or enemy 
agent, burrowing his Way into the heart of an American 
intelligence service caused such consternation in the CLA and 

al interview was arranged for Stone to brief 
Auorney General Robert I. Kennedy, , 

During his debriefing sessions with Angleton in 1962 Stone 
had called particular attention toa trip made by V.M. Kovshuk 
to the United States in 1957 under diplomatic cover, using the 
alias Komarov. Stone identified Kovshuk as the then-reigning 
head of the all-important American Minbassy Section of the 
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> TO Records 

af . ‘ “ , 

FROM W. David Slawson A | on | (- | 

C. 

SUBJECT ; Conference with the CIA on March le, 1964 { 
oo

 

r
e
 

    

At 11:00 a-m., on March 12, 1964 the following individuals 

gathered in J. Lee Rankin's office to confer on how best the CIA and } 

the Commission could work together at this juncture to facilitate the | 

remaining work of the Commission: J. Lee Rankin, Howard P. Willens, 

William T. Coleman, Jr., Samuel A. Stern, Burt Griffin, W. David 

Slawson, Richard Helms, _ and Raymond Rocca, the latter 

three from the CIA. The meeting lasted until about 1:15 p.m. 

mS te ee Bs -- . Lope eee eae 

oe: The Commission's staft’ members pointed out to the CIA that 

| we had developed materials which might be of help to the CIA in assessing 

the Russian situation, in particular, the testimony of Msrina Oswald, 

Robert Oswald, Marguerite Oswald, Join Martin and other witnesses scheduled 

to appear before the Commission. Mr. Rankin pointed out that it was 

established Commission policy that transcripts of testimony were not to be 

make these transcripts availevie in our offices to CIA representatives. 

Tt was agseed that a CLA man would come over in the near future to read 

snese Leansceripts, especially tirine’s, and that they would contact either 

DECLASSIFIED 

By Archivist of the United States 

py AD) a pate. 7/it/73.------- 
__ 
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FROM : W. David Slawson il ¢ 2 i 

SUBJECT : Conference with the CIA on March 12, 1964 

At 11:00 a.m., on March 12, 1964 the following individuals 

gathered in J. Lee Rankin's office to confer on how best the CIA and 

the Commission could work together at this juncture to facilitate the 

remaining work of the Commission; J. Lee Pankin, Howard P. Willens, 

William T. Coleman, Jr., Samuel A. Stern, Burt Griffin, W. Davi 

Slawson, Richard Helms, | » and Raymond Rocea, the latter 

three from the CIA. The meeting lasted until about 1:15 p.i. 

The first topic of conversation was Yuri Nosenxo, the recent 

Soviet defector. A general discussion was held on this problem, with 

the CIA's recommendation being vat the Commission await Surther develop- 

ments. . 

The Comnisston's staff iaembers pointed out to the CIA that 

we had veveloped materials which might be of help to the CIA in essessing 

the Musotan situ tion, in particalac, the tcstinony of Marina Cswald, 

Robert swald, Margrerfte oowsld, John Martin and other witnesses scheduled .. 

to egpear before the Comnlsoion. Mr. Rankin pointed out that it was 

estac.i shed Commission policy wnat tran.ecripts of testimony were not to be « | 

vaken Out of tne of flees ot tf: Ceunnmiscion but that ve would of course 

make these transcripts ayo oti. - our  PP.iews to CLA representatives. 

It wes agreed that aw Cra ‘ - , ¢ 24 the Aear futuse to read 

these transeri,'sa, © yo! ' , otk hath Che y would concact either 2 ) L J 
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Te. Actached is lioweurd Willens' ve-draft of our Foreign Conspiracy a . ins . oo drait.! T have not had time to read it in detail yet, but with a few .: vise €xcc ations he stems to have accepted our arygunenuts and our plan of — aan x 

  

Oru. ization, Vhere are three major caceplions: First, all rererences : % to the "secret Soviet Union source" have been _Guilted. TL attended’ a Frs-.s ‘k= SP . corference with t’e CIA on this and wow upece that we should not‘): Pn ws - dsention this source. Willens can Till you in on the reasons why. Mahe FF Second, the arguacnt bused upon Oswald's being permitted to macry *” “ y y _“22ina nas been omitted because the CIA claims it has information of. Sa PE 

id! \     “uy cases in wnich sples were married to nonspies., Third, the’ 2) :Jig! wSurent based upon Oswald's gencral character and his way of life in i, eo bee | she United States has been omitted liere and will be reinserted at aj y J. 

a
e
 

Ay, ot oint where it will upply to not only the foreign conspiracy but aa LEE ~ 2 “ also the =). , Conspiracy and a tie-in with Ruby. -, ° . 4 Mtn . 
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In case LT do not vet to tak to you on the telephone before ' ee *)0)6o IT Qeave, Ihave read your Mexican dealt. lt is very Good. If you " Vo. get a chance, speak to Willens’ and wee waether lhe Wants @ Xerox copy: “s.. now or wrether he wants to Wait Yor fLolnoting. TL imade a very Tew : “ chances waile I was reuding it, but have not attempted as yet c  +¢al 
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Auguat 22, 1964 

hl To) J. Lee Rankin We 

Yrony WM. David Llivacn 

Subjocts Lenguipe fa tho Fosethlo Fovetyn Gontpirecy section of the 
‘ Roport meLating to ’ ye a 

You ahad thee Y anc fecth the Tinemage shteh 3 Propwss Couce tn the: 
loudibls Porelen Consplracy aection of the foport which envaxg tha use 
ecd ior-wgea of information chtatued Peas "W'. X do not Propoere tn use 
fay tofommitton froma ‘Ey’ which Che soviet Unton would bs shle to trace 
to hie rather thar ta fovlak defocturg nemerally. Infoinutton Supplied 
by “H vite beara ON Che fonoral Fiaticaa and procadurna of the KGB 
aid La, therefore, por traceablya to him, wilh be used Sur oCtrfhuted to 
bie CLA and dee “stable” og wevfet Deloctora. Tite Ls o thoroughly 
howast ACtrAlmitfon; cher detectora other than ’R' are to Mase Croesg fully 
sole ta supply chtes information, ln one cane, T hope te une pape papil- 
cular fuformattos Suppliol both by Wand Wecwme Puctneva, hur it TEL) 
be attributed belaly co Modine Furtseva., The hanguase of chy becti{ erry 
TL propose toa use ta Gastod be lew 

Z 

(Token from P2ye 3 ot the Lutcatuetton.) 

"Ya “pproncning the queat tun of Fovalen trralyoment, the Cascleston has receivisl valuable asalotauce Fro the Centre] Intellisonce Spoons, the Faderat Bureau of Tavestization, the Bepsrorenut of feare wav otier fecduruk asoucley WLC opeetal Crapetenca in the fleld of fore len foveothkeathon. The CIA has made ny eopectally valuadia centribetton by oupplytag thse Crmlgstoa with Laforwotion Orizinating with deteetota from the Soviler duce lit pence servicea mc bearing en cocret Practices an procedures ukich would bo opplteable tn tho Sovfet Untan to @ cate ifte that of Causle'g fur fi: bie otay there, 

4 “Save of the tnforaation fomfohod by the afote-—enttonad Agenuchaa, and mony of thate gourcen for Cinat infonaatsou, are of eae highly confidential MIOTe. Novartheleus, Lace Lt belfeves that tho fulleac poculble disclosure of ol} Cle fFrete Teleating 
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to the assapotnation of Prastdent Kemody ta of the highest 
{mportanoa, the Camfoston haa tueluded in this Keport all 
the infomation furmlahed by these agractea which tt coun 
aiderad in coming to Lts comclustons, amt, fia additton, all 
the infonsarton which would heve contradicted thane concluafona 
if tr had beer considared, cvon though che Ccerstasion did not 
vagard tt as cufficlently reltable to be considered. This 
second catagory of information eunalste Taoatly of mmore and ~ 
speculationa, some of thea alnowt wiolly frivolous. Tha 
Comsisaian Lroloded te notwitbetsading that fact, hovever, in 
order that tia public could doctde for Lesel£ the correctnaas 
of the comcluetona {n tiles Report, by testing then sgainst all 
the avidence which tentla to contradict than. 

“Tha only rolevant information witch hae net been included 
in the Report la that which La conaistent with the Comsztooston'a 
contlugions but highly confidential and derived frea sancas 
the relishility of which 15 so lew or so uncertain that the 
Comission vas met able to rely upon it in coming to ito 
conclisiona. Yiws, even {f thia infomatton should later be 
wholly diacredited, none of the conclustons in the Report would 
be affected; tho relatively little advantage to be pained by 
Including it, therafore,via noc deesod suffictent tc averride 
the sertour compronise of national security witch disclosure 
wld involve. 

‘Secret nourcas of tnfonarition, as contrasted «itt. che 
infermatiom {tself, Weve dn savy teetisees been vithheld. The 
continued toe of guct tvources and, where secret Lafcumants ace 
Involved, the very Lives of guch dnfowssnts vould be placed ta 
jeopardy 1f nasea, posltions er other identifying chnracteristics 
wera to ha disclosed.” 

i 

(Taken from page 41 of the section dealing efth 
Osvald'a defection in the Fill c£ 1959. (Poorrota 
No. 135 13 cto tha CLA; Lootnota Ro. 136 La to 
Modan Purteava; foctuote Mo. 137, as che text states, 
fe to thes WiaterLe Diary.) 

"Tho Comtosion haa informetilon fra confidential ecurces that 
the normal Soviet procedure for handling would-be defectora ta to 

give the KG the dnf{clal Cask of cxwafmatfion and aAasesosrieut. ’3s/ 

Preeunnbly chia vas done vith Osvald. Is rejection om Cetober 22, 

= ere y



chich triavered his sutcida Httwapt, therefore, probably means thar the KOR had conducted {ts cxmatnation batvween Cereber 16 aud October 22 and had concludad thar Onwall vis af limtred Vilue to the Soviet thiton. The Comlsston has other inferma- tlon from a nourea of unkawnen roliabtifty ehat when the news of Oowald'a rejection and dreusatte nuletde Atteupt reeched Madane Purtsova, a prominent Soviat official and a mamber of the Pracoldiua, she pereonally totervencd and asted that ho be pexmattted to reatde tn tin foviet Onton. 136/ ye ehis fofcmation 48 correct, Lt explaina tha chans@ tn Cetald's forrtumea which occurred after he was relossed from Che Boykinakaya Hospital. The Conalsafon can only ppeculate un wbat branch cf the Soviee Government teok charge of Oswald afters ittdaae Purtseva's interes vention, ££ tr tn foce eceur Fed, or why she decided co Latervens. Sympathy for waat appeared to be a very aypealing case cartatoly may have played a role. It may Aloo have been of eme algnifi- cance that had a young American wha had presented himself as a devout convart te Ce Cuansntet cause bean summarily rejected, the resulting publicity would baye buon unfavourable ty the Soviet Unton. In any ewant, tt La futereating to note that che apparent wvift of Onvald's aaue from the HGR ta some other Ministry of cho Sovlet Covermsent ahoertly after hia release {rom the hospital 1s Supported by the entries ia hia Diary cmamoenting that the offtclals he met after hie hoapital bog toon t were ALfferent fran thoge wlth whe ho bad dealt before 222/ 

It 

The following ja the firet parasrayh cf the cone Lueicn.) x P } 

“The Comisoton has thorcuchly dnvcetizaterd the pesslbtlicy 
that Lee Narvey Omvald wan a secret Govier asant. The rpoctfic 
{rcts end Cirewietsncea, bo far ne they are lnum, relating to Osvald's datection to the USSR, his vesidence there tn HMinoek, 
snd bis retuim to the Unieed Staces La 1962 have been eore fully 
ovalusted. The delCectora From the mivlet Cnrellipence service wha 
are pow working with the Central Tutrlifeenco Avency, aocce of whca wre atill working with Swleet intelidyeace uhen Oswald vas in Russta, have all fatled tu furnish any intonmatioa diatieicke: chst Coveld 
Vee A bovlet agent. The Cooetoaton concludes chat there tp no 
cyedible evidence of Sovier fuvolvesent in the azeiss natien, an) 
that tha facta that have bean obtataad ecrongly mecate any concluaton 
that Qgvald was an agent of che Sovlet povermocat.” 2 
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